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Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas R’ Avrohom Abba ben R’ Dov HaKohen, A”H  
vl’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom Yehuda 

 
 

---------------------------------------Daf טי ---19--------------------------------------- 

• Q: Abaye had said, that R’ Shimon is certain there is a zikah when there is only one yavam, but not when there is 
more than one yavam. However, R’ Shimon says in a Braisa, the general rule is, if the new brother is born before 
the yavam does yibum, the new brother need not do chalitza or yibum if the second brother is to then also die 
childless. If the brother is born after the yibum (and the second brother then dies without children), he must do 
chalitza or yibum. Now, presumably this is discussing where there is only one eligible yavam, and still the 
yevama is not considered to be married to him until the yibum takes place. This suggests that R’ Shimon does 
not hold of zikah even where there is only one yavam!? A: The Braisa is discussing where there is more than one 
yavam.  

o Q: This would mean that if there was only one yavam, there would be zikah, and the new brother who 
was born before Shimon’s yibum would be subject to yibum and chalitza if Shimon were to die. If so, the 
Braisa didn’t have to contrast cases of where Levi is born before or after the yibum. The Braisa could 
have stayed consistent with Levi being born before the yibum, and should have differentiated between a 
case where there is one yavam and a case where there are 2 yavams!? A: The Braisa is only discussing a 
case with 2 yavams.  

▪ Q: By stating a “general rule”, R’ Shimon seems to be discussing cases with one yavam as well!? 
Q2: R’ Oshaya asked, a Mishna says, if there are 3 brothers, 2 of which are married to 2 sisters, 
or a mother and daughter, and these 2 brothers then die without children, the 3rd brother must 
do chalitza and not yibum. R’ Shimon says that even chalitza is not needed. Now, if R’ Shimon 
holds that there is zikah, the first woman to fall to yibum should be considered as if married to 
the third brother, and he should have to do yibum or chalitza to that woman even if the second 
woman then falls to yibum!? A: R’ Shimon means that the second woman is patur. 

▪ Q: A Braisa clearly says that R’ Shimon says that both women are patur!? A: Rava said, the case 
of the Mishna is where Reuven had 2 wives, and Shimon married the sister of one of those wives 
and the daughter of the other one. In this case, as soon as Reuven’s wives fall to Levi, the zikah 
makes it that he is considered to be married to one of them. Eventually, he will do yibum or 
chalitza to one and the other will be patur. Now, one of Shimon’s wives are an ervah to Levi as 
being the relative of one of Reuven’s wifes (who is his “zikah wife”). The other of Shimon’s wives 
is patur as the tzaras ervah. Based on this, what R’ Shimon means is that both women of the 
second pair are patur.  

▪ Q: The Mishna seems to clearly speak of when each has only one wife, which is not like Rava’s 
understanding!? Also, a Braisa seems to clearly say that R’ Shimon says that the wives of both 
brothers are patur!? A: R’ Ashi said, if the brothers died one after the other, R’ Shimon would 
hold that the zikah created by the first death considers the first widow as married to the 
brother. However, in this case we are discussing where they died simultaneously, and therefore 
one zikah was not created before the other.  

• R’ Pappa said, that R’ Shimon only argues with the Rabanan when Levi is born after Shimon had already done 
yibum. However, when Levi is born before the yibum, he would agree that Levi would be assur to her if Shimon 
were to die. Although the Mishna should only have discussed the case of the machlokes, the Mishna taught 
both, even though it seems unnecessary.  

o There is a Braisa that is a proof to R’ Pappa (and therefore refutes R’ Oshaya). The Braisa says, 1) if 
Reuven dies without children, and Shimon wanted to do maamer, but before he could, Levi was born, 
and then Shimon died, Levi is assur to Reuven’s wife as an “eishes achiv shelo haya b’olamo”, and 
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Shimon’s wife needs chalitza or yibum. 2) If Shimon did maamer and then Levi was born, or if Levi was 
born and then Shimon did maamer, and then Shimon died, Reuven’s wife is patur as an eishes achiv 
shelo haya b’olamo, and Shimon’s wife must get chalitza, but not yibum. R’ Shimon says that yibum or 
chalitza with Shimon’s wife would make Reuven’s wife patur. 3) If Shimon did yibum and then died, and 
then Levi was born, or if Levi was born and then Shimon did the yibum, both women are patur. 4) If 
Shimon did yibum and then Levi was born, and then Shimon died, R’ Meir says both women are patur. 
R’ Shimon says, since Levi was born when the women were married to Shimon, Levi can do yibum or 
chalitza to either of the women. Now according to R’ Meir, these cases can be mingled and taught 
together. The reason they were separated is because it is only in the last case that R’ Shimon argues. 
This is a proof to R’ Pappa’s understanding, SHEMA MINAH.  

▪ Q: Why in the Braisa’s first case does the Braisa need to say that Shimon “wanted to do 
maamer”? If it was done, it was done, and if it was not, it was not!? A: The Braisa means to say 
that if he wanted to do maamer but she didn’t want to accept it, and he gave it to her against 
her will, it is not a maamer. This disagrees with Rebbi, who says that maamer can be done 
against her will, just like the “bi’ah” of yibum can be done against her will. The Rabanan say, 
that just like a regular kiddushin cannot be done against her will, so too maamer cannot be done 
against her will.  

▪ In the Braisa’s second case R’ Shimon said that yibum or chalitza with Shimon’s wife will exempt 
Reuven’s wife. That must be talking only in the case where maamer was done and then Levi was 
born, because we have proven that R’ Shimon will not argue if he is born before she was 
married to the Shimon. Also, even in the first case, if Levi does chalitza to Reuven’s wife, it will 
not exempt Shimon’s wife, because Reuven’s wife is a safek (depending on whether maamer 
makes a full kinyan) and Shimon’s wife is certainly subject to yibum and chalitza. Chalitza on a 
safek cannot exempt the obligation which is for certain.  

• R’ Menashe bar Zevid asked, why do the Rabanan say Levi is assur to Reuven’s wife if Shimon had already done 
yibum before Levi was born? He comes into the world and finds her to be mutar (by being married to Shimon)!? 
The reason is that the pasuk says “veyibma” which refers to the woman as a yevama even after yibum. This 
means that she is always somewhat considered to be the wife of Reuven, which is assur to Levi. 

o Q: A Mishna says that once yibum is done she becomes a full-fledged wife in every way (she requires a 
“get” and may be remarried)!? A: The pasuk says “ulikacha lo l’isha”, which teaches that she is treated 
like a regular wife. 

▪ Q: When do we apply which drasha? A: We apply the permissive drasha in a permitted situation 
and the prohibitive drasha in a prohibited situation (where Levi was born after Reuven’s death).  

o Q: According to R’ Shimon who says that since the new brother enters the world when the yevama is 
already married, she is mutar to him, why don’t we say that same thing regarding any other ervah (e.g. 
where Levi is born when his maternal sister is married to his paternal brother we should allow his sister 
to him for yibum)!? A: The other arayos are never removed, and therefore don’t get removed in that 
situation either. The ervah of “eishes ach” does get removed, and therefore it gets removed in this case 
as well.  

 

---------------------------------------Daf 20---כ--------------------------------------- 
  MISHNA 

• A general rule was stated regarding the yevama: if she is assur to the yavam as a true ervah, she is patur from 
chalitza and yibum; if she is only assur as an issur mitzvah or an issur kedusha, she needs chalitza but may not 
get yibum.  

• If 2 sisters fall to yibum (each from a different husband), and one of the sisters is an ervah to the yavam, the 
other sister must get chalitza or yibum.  

• “Issur mitzvah” refers to secondary arayos, which are assur D’Rabanan. “Issur kedusha” refers to a widow to a 
Kohen Gadol, a divorcee or chalutza to a regular Kohen, a mamzeres or nesinah to a Yisrael, or a nasin or 
mamzer to a Yisraelis.  
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GEMARA 

• Q: What does the term “general rule” in the Mishna come to include? A: Rafram bar Pappa said it comes to 
include the tzara of an ailunis, as R’ Assi had said previously. Others say, it comes to teach that only one who is 
an ervah makes her tzara patur, meaning that the tzara of an ailunis (who is not an ervah) would be subject to 
yibum. This would argue with R’ Assi.  

ACHOSA SHEHI YEVIMTA 

• The Mishna must be referring to where the sister is assur as a true ervah D’Oraisa, because if she is only assur 
D’Rabanan, we would not let the other sister go ahead with yibum, since she is truly the sister of his zikah. 

ISSUR MITZVAH SHNIYOS 

• Abaye explained, the reason the D’Rabanan arayos are referred to as “mitzvah” is because it is a mitzvah to 
listen to the words of the Rabanan. 

ISSUR KEDUSHA ALMANAH L’KOHEN GADOL…. 

• The reason this is referred to as “kedusha” is based on the pasuk regarding the Kohanim that says “Kedoshin 
yihiyu”. 

• A Braisa says, R’ Yehuda had the reverse understanding. According to him, issur mitzvah refers to the widow 
marrying the Kohen Gadol, etc., and it is referred to as mitzvah because the pasuk regarding the Kohanim says 
“Eileh hamitzvos”. He says that issur kedusha refers to the secondary arayos D’Rabanan. 

o Abaye explains, the D’Rabanan is referred to as kedusha because one who follows the words of the 
Rabanan is a “kadosh”. 

▪ Q: Rava asked, that suggests that one who doesn’t follow the words of the Rabanan is merely 
not a kadosh, but would not be labeled as a rasha!? A: Rava therefore said, this is referred to as 
issur kedusha, because one who holds back from doing permitted things to prevent him from 
violating a D’Oraisa is considered to make himself kodesh. 

ALMANAH L’KOHEN GADOL 

• Q: The Mishna clearly says that a Kohen Gadol may not take a widow in yibum and must do chalitza, and seems 
to say that this is the case whether she is a widow from kiddushin (she is still a besulah) or from the nisu’in. 
Now, we can understand why he couldn’t marry a widow from the nisu’in, because the assei of yibum cannot 
override the assei and lo assei associated with him marrying an almanah who is not a besulah. However, why 
can’t the assei override the simple lo saasei and allow him to marry an almanah who is still a besulah!? A: R’ 
Gidal in the name of Rav said, an extra word of “yevimto” in the pasuk teaches that there is one category of 
women who are subject to chalitza but not yibum, and that category must be where the yevama is assur to the 
yavam with a lo saasei.  

o Q: Maybe the category of women should be those who are assur with kares!? A: Another pasuk teaches 
that one is only subject to chalitza if she is also subject to yibum.  

▪ It makes sense to say that the category subject to chalitza would be the one who would create 
an effective kiddushin if given (the case of the lo saasei, and not the case of kares). 

o Q: Rava asked, a Braisa says, if in the case of issur mitzvah and issur kedusha the yavam was boel her or 
gave her chalitza, the tzara is patur. Now, if the case of when he is assur to her with a lo saasei is a case 
where he may not do yibum even D’Oraisa, how does the tzara become patur from his being boel the 
yevama!? A: Rava said, the Mishna means to say that if an issur mitzvah (which is only D’Rabanan) is 
boel her, or if an issur kedusha gives her chalitza, the tzara is patur.  

o Q: Rava asked, a Braisa says that if a sterile man is boel his yevama, he is koneh her. Now, marrying this 
man is a lo saasei. If in the case of a lo saasei one may not do yibum even D’Oraisa, he should not be 
koneh her by being boel her!? A: Rather, Rava said, the reason the Kohen Gadol may not do yibum with 
the widow who is still a besulah is because there is a lo saasei and assei over there as well. The assei is 
the pasuk of “kedoshim yihiyu” which tells the Kohanim to remain holy. 

▪ Q: The case of a mamzeres and a nesina are only a case of a lo saasei (because it applies to 
Yisraelim as well), so why can’t yibum override the lo saasei? A: The pasuk of “v’hiskadishtem” is 
an assei for all Yidden to remain holy.  
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• Q: Based on that, the entire Torah can be said to have an assei, and there should never 
be a case of an assei overriding a lo saasei!? A: It must be that these pesukim do not act 
as an assei. The reason the widow who is a besula is assur to a Kohen Gadol is because it 
is a gezeirah for the case of a widow from the nisuin.  

• Q: Why would the case of mamzeres and nasina be assur? A: It is a gezeira that one may 
come to marry them even where there is no mitzvah.  

• Q: Maybe we should say that there should never be yibum with the wife of a paternal 
brother, because it may lead to one marrying the wife of his maternal brother!? A: This 
mistake would not be made, because people know based on the pasuk that yibum is 
based on the relationship of inheritance.  

• Q: Maybe we should say that there should never be yibum with a woman whose 
husband didn’t have children, as a gezeirah that he not do yibum with a woman whose 
husband had children!? A: This mistake would not be made, because people know 
based on the pasuk that yibum is based on the lack of having children.  

• Q: Maybe we should say that there should never be yibum with the wife of a 
contemporaneous brother, as a gezeirah that yibum not take place with eishes achiv 
shelo haya b’olamo? A: This mistake would not be made, because people know based 
on the pasuk that yibum is based on the brothers having lived at the same time.  

• Q: Maybe we should say that there should never be yibum with any woman, as a 
gezeirah so that one not do yibum with an ailunis? A: The case of an ailunis is not 
common, so we would not be goizer for that case.  

• Q: The case of mamzeres and nesina are also not common!? A: Rather, Rava said, the 
reason one may not do yibum to a woman who is assur with a lo saasei is a gezeira that 
if we allow him to live with her once, he will live with her a second time (and the second 
time is not a mitzvah and would therefore be assur).  

• Rava then said, that reason is incorrect. The reason the assei does not override the lo 
saasei here is because there is an option that will obviate the need to override the lo 
saasei – the option of chalitza. Therefore, the assei cannot override the lo saasei.  

o Q: The Braisa said that the yavam is koneh by being boel the yevama even when 
she is assur to him with a lo saasei!? TEYUFTA. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 21---כא--------------------------------------- 

• Regarding the bi’ah of a Kohen Gadol to a widow in yibum, there is a machlokes between R’ Yochanan and R’ 
Elazar: one says that it does not exempt her tzara (i.e. the bi’ah did not accomplish yibum), and the other says 
that it does exempt her tzara. 

o In the case where the widow was widowed from nisuin, all would agree that the tzara would not 
become exempt, because the assei of yibum could not override the assei and lo saasei, and the yibum 
would therefore be ineffective. The machlokes is when the widow was widowed from eirusin. The view 
that the tzara is patur is because the yibum overrides the lo saasei. The view that the tzara is not patur 
holds that the assei does not override the lo saasei, because there is a way to do the mitzvah (i.e. with 
chalitza) without having to override the assei.  

▪ Q: A Braisa says that if a man is bo’el his yevama who is assur to him with a lo assei, he is koneh 
her!? This refutes the second view!? TEYUFTA. 

▪ Q: Should we say that this also refutes Reish Lakish, who says that an assei does not override a 
lo saasei when there is another way to do the mitzvah!? A: He would say that doing chalitza 
instead of yibum is not considered another way of doing the mitzvah.  

• Rava said, there is a “remez” to secondary arayos in the pasuk that talks about arayos, which uses the word 
“ha’el”, which is a strong word, which means that there is also a weaker form of arayos. R’ Yehuda said, we see 
it in a pasuk that teaches that Shlomo instituted safeguards to prevent one from violating the Torah. One of 
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those safeguards was secondary arayos. R’ Oshaya said, we see it in a pasuk that instructs us to enlarge the 
Torah, by adding safeguards. R’ Kahana said, we see it from the pasuk of “Ushmartem es mishmarti”, which 
teaches that we should make safeguards. Although this seems to teach that secondary arayos are D’Oraisa (it is 
a pasuk in the Torah), the pasuk is only an asmachta. 

• A Braisa lists the secondary arayos: a maternal grandmother, a paternal grandmother, paternal grandfather’s 
wife, maternal grandfather’s wife, the wife of a father’s maternal brother, the wife of a mother’s paternal 
brother, a son’s daughter in law, and a daughter’s daughter in law. The following are not secondary arayos: a 
father in law’s wife, the wife of a step son, (although one is assur with the daughter of his step son), a step son is 
mutar with his step father’s wife and his step father’s daughter. This results in that a step son’s wife can tell the 
step father “I am mutar to you, but my daughter is assur to you”. 

o Q: A step child’s daughter is assur D’Oraisa, so why is it listed in this Braisa!? A: The Braisa wanted to 
write the statement that the step daughter in law can make, and therefore introduced it with saying 
that the step granddaughter is assur.  

▪ Q: If the Braisa wanted to show that statement to show the dichotomy of the case, it should 
have also said that that same statement can be made by the wife of one’s father in law to the 
son in law (she is mutar to him, but her daughter is the son in law’s wife’s half sister, and is 
therefore assur)!? A: This case is not absolute, because a wife’s sister at times is mutar.  

• Rav said, 4 of the secondary arayos are limited to the relation stated, and do not apply to any earlier or later 
generations. Rav knew 3 of them: the wife of a mother’s paternal brother, the wife of a father’s maternal 
brother, and a daughter in law. Zeiri added the wife of a maternal grandfather.  

o Rav did not include Zeiri’s case, because he held that the case can be confused with a paternal 
grandfather’s wife, which is assur. Zeiri held that people don’t often see their maternal family, so there 
is no reason to be further goizer. 

o Q: The case of a daughter in law is assur D’Oraisa!? A: Rav meant to say one’s son’s daughter in law.  
▪ Q: A Braisa says that this ervah would continue down the generations!? Rav was referring to 

one’s daughter’s daughter in law. The Braisa is referring to one’s son’s daughter in law.  

• Q: They asked, is the wife of a mother’s maternal brother a secondary ervah? Maybe she is not, because there is 
no paternal element in the relationship at all and so the Rabanan were not goizer, or maybe they were? A: R’ 
Safra said, the wife of a mother’s paternal brother is a gezeirah, so we could not add a gezeirah on top of that.  

o Q: Rava asked, many of the secondary arayos are gezeiros on top of gezeiros, and yet the Rabanan were 
goizer!?  

▪ Q: Based on this, are we goizer in the case of the mother’s maternal brother or not? A: We have 
learned that R’ Yehuda bar Shila said, whenever a female is an ervah, the wife of the 
corresponding male relationship will be assur as well. Now, we know this is not always the case, 
for example although one’s mother in law is an ervah, the wife of his father in law is not. R’ 
Yehuda must have been referring to the case in our question, and he is saying that since a 
mother’s maternal sister is assur, so too is the wife of a mother’s maternal brother. We see that 
she is assur. The reason why this case is different is because there is only one marriage in the 
relationship, whereas the others (as in the example given) have 2 marriages (the son in law 
married the daughter, and the father in law then married his wife).  

• Q: R’ Mesharshiya of Tusniya asked R’ Pappi, what is the status of one’s father’s father’s brother’s wife and of 
his father’s father’s sister? Are they secondary arayos? Do we say that since the generation under them are real 
arayos, the Rabanan made them into secondary arayos, or do we say that they did not? A: The Braisa that listed 
the secondary arayos did not list these, so they must not be! 

o It may be that they were left out because we find that other secondary arayos were left out – like the 
secondary arayos of R’ Chiya, but the fact that they were left out is not meant to exclude them from 
being assur.  

o Ameimar said that these 2 cases of the question are not secondary arayos. 
▪ R’ Hillel asked R’ Ashi, I once saw the list of secondary arayos according to Mar the son of 

Rabana, and there were 16. Presumably, they were the 8 of the previous Braisa, the 6 of R’ 
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Chiya, and these 2, which would mean they are assur!? R’ Ashi said, according to that, there 
should be 17, because we have previously said that the wife of a mother’s maternal brother is 
also assur! R’ Hillel said, the 2 cases of our question are similar and are therefore considered as 
one. R’ Ashi told him, if you saw that the list said that these women are mutar, you would have 
not trusted the list as coming from Mar the son of Rabana, since he was not signed on it. Now 
too, we cannot trust this list, and it therefore does not prove that these 2 women are 
considered to be secondary arayos. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 22---כב--------------------------------------- 

• A Braisa was taught in the yeshiva of R’ Chiya, the third generation of his son, of his daughter, of his wife’s son, 
and of his wife’s daughter (i.e., his son’s granddaughter, his daughter’s granddaughter, his wife’s son’s 
granddaughter, and his wife’s daughter’s granddaughter) are all secondary arayos. The fourth generation (up) of 
his father in law and mother in law (grandmother of one’s father in law, and the grandmother of one’s mother in 
law) are all secondary arayos.  

o Q: Ravina asked R’ Ashi, why when counting generation up, his wife is included in the number, and 
when counting generations down she is not counted? A: In the last cases, the relation only comes about 
through his wife, so she is counted. In the first cases, the relation is not necessarily through his wife, and 
therefore she is not counted.  

▪ Q: The cases of his wife’s son’s and daughter’s granddaughters only come about through his 
wife, and yet his wife is not counted in the number!? A: Since his own son’s and daughter’s 
granddaughters do not come about through his wife (it is discussing a case where he raped a 
woman), in the parallel case of his wife, she is also not counted.  

o Q: R’ Ashi asked R’ Kahana, do the arayos of R’ Chiya continue on to further generations? A: We learned 
that Rav said that only 4 women arayos do not continue to further generations. This suggests that the 
arayos of R’ Chiya do continue on.  

▪ Q: It may be that Rav was only talking about the Braisa he was discussing!? A: The Braisa said 
that they go to a third generation and the latter group goes to a fourth generation. This would 
suggest that it does not go beyond that.  

• Q: It may be that the Braisa means it goes from the third and further, and from the 
fourth and further!? 

• Rava told R’ Nachman that it was asked in Eretz Yisrael whether the Rabanan instituted secondary arayos for 
geirem (a ger is treated as a newborn baby with no previous family, and as such has no arayos D’Oraisa, but the 
Rabanan instituted that the regular arayos should be assur to him as well, so that it not seem that by converting 
he has now gone to a smaller kedusha). R’ Nachman said that secondary arayos were not instituted for geirem. 
R’ Nachman then said, since the subject of geirem was raised, I will say a Halacha regarding them. Geirem who 
are brothers of the same mother may not testify, but if they do, their testimony is accepted. Geirem who are 
brothers of the same father may even testify in the first instance. Ameimar said, even maternal brothers who 
are geirem may testify l’chatchila.  

o Q: Why is it that the brothers are considered as unrelated for purposes of testimony, but arayos are 
applied to them D’Rabanan? A: Testimony is done in Beis Din, and Beis Din knows they are treated as 
not being of the same family. Arayos are relevant to all people and people don’t realize that the geirem 
as treated as newborns and therefore not related.  

 
MISHNA 

• If someone has a brother “of any kind”, his wife becomes subject to yibum if he dies without children, and he is 
considered a brother for all purposes, unless the brother is from a maidservant or a non-Jewish mother.  

• If someone has a son “of any kind”, his wife is patur from yibum, and the child would be chayuv for cursing or 
wounding his father, and he is a son for all purposes, except for a son who is born to a maidservant or non-
Jewish mother.  
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GEMARA 

• Q: What is “of any kind” meant to include? A: R’ Yehuda said, it comes to include a mamzer.  
o Q: It is obvious that a mamzer is a brother!? A: We would think to learn from the gezeirah shava from 

the shevatim that the brother for yibum must be a legitimate child. 
▪ Q: Maybe we should learn from there!? A: Since a mamzer child exempts the wives from yibum, 

he also causes yibum if he is a brother.  
V’ACHIV HU L’CHOL DAVAR 

• This teaches that a mamzer is a brother for inheritance and for a Kohen to make himself tamei to a brother who 
is a mamzer.  

o Q: This is obvious!? A: Since we learn from a pasuk that a Kohen may only make himself tamei to a 
legitimate wife, we would think that he may only make himself tamei to a legitimate brother as well.  

▪ Q: Maybe we should learn from there!? A: An illegitimate wife is supposed to be sent away. An 
illegitimate brother remains a brother.  

CHUTZ MIMI SHEYEISH LO ACH… 

• The reason for this is, that a pasuk teaches that such a child is not Jewish.  
MI SHEYEISH LO BEN MIKOL MAKOM POTEIR… 

• Q: What is “of any kind” meant to include? A: R’ Yehuda said, it comes to include a mamzer. This is based on the 
pasuk that says “u’bein ein lo”, which we darshen to mean “ayin lo” – examine him to see if he has any sort of 
child.  

V’CHAYUV AHL MAKASO 

• Q: We have learned that one is only chayuv for cursing a nasi who acts properly. The same should be with a 
father, and since this mamzer’s father acts improperly (he produced a mamzer), he should not be chayuv for 
cursing him!? A: Like R’ Pinchas in the name of R’ Pappa said, it must be talking about where he did teshuva.  

• A Braisa says, one who lives with his sister who is the daughter of his father’s wife, would be chayuv for living 
with his sister and for living with the daughter of his father’s wife. R’ Yose bar Yehuda said, he would only be 
chayuv for living with his sister.  

o The Rabanan say that there are two separate pesukim which are somewhat repetitive that discuss living 
with a sister and living with a father’s wife’s daughter. This comes to teach that he can be chayuv for 
both. R’ Yose bar Yehuda says that the pasuk that discusses the father’s wife’s daughter ends off by 
saying “achoscha hee”, to teach that if this woman fits both descriptions, he would only be chayuv for 
living with his sister.  

▪ The Rabanan use the “achoscha hee” to teach that one is chayuv even for living with a sister 
who shares the same father and mother, and this teaches that we may not create a warning 
from a kal v’chomer. R’ Yose bar Yehuda says, that the word “hee” teaches his drasha. The 
Rabanan say that the word “hee” is needed to teach their drasha, because “achoscha” by itself 
would not be enough to teach it. R’ Yose bar Yehuda says, even if that is true, the placement of 
these words in the pasuk they are written in, instead of an earlier pasuk, teach his drasha as 
well.  

 

---------------------------------------Daf 23---כג--------------------------------------- 

• Q: According to R’ Yose bar Yehuda who says that a man who lives with his sister who is also the daughter of his 
father’s wife, is only chayuv for living with his sister, what does the pasuk of “bas eishes avicha” accomplish? A: 
It teaches that he is only chayuv for living with a sister whose mother is a woman who the father could have 
kiddushin with - but not if her mother is a goy. 

o Q: Why can’t we say that the pasuk means to exclude the sister whose mother was raped by his father? 
A: That can’t be, because Rava darshens pesukim to teach that one may not live with the daughter of a 
child he fathered by raping a woman. We see that such a child is considered to be a full child. If so, such 
a sibling would also be considered to be a full sibling.  
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o Q: Why don’t we say that the pasuk comes to exclude a sister born from a marriage which was 
prohibited through a lo saasei? A: Since kiddushin takes effect in such a case, a sibling from such a 
marriage is clearly considered to be a full-fledged sibling.  

o Q: Why don’t we say that the pasuk comes to exclude a sister born from a marriage which was 
prohibited with a kares penalty? A: Rava said, the pasuk says that the ervah of a sister applies even by 
“moledes chutz”, which we darshen to refer to a case when a man is “married” to a woman who is assur 
to him with kares.  

▪ Q: Maybe this drasha should teach to include a sister who was born to a non-Jewish mother? A: 
The pasuk says “bas eishes avicha”, which teaches that it must be a sister from a woman who 
could have had kiddushin with her father, which excludes a non-Jewish woman.  

• It is logical to say that a sister from a woman who was assur with kares is the one we 
include, since her mother could at least have kiddushin with a different man, whereas 
the non-Jew could not have kiddushin at all. The fact that she can have kiddushin when 
she converts is only because at that time she is considered to be a totally different 
person.  

o Q: From where do the Rabanan learn that a sister born to a non-Jewish mother is not included in the 
ervah of a sister? A: They learn it from the pasuk that teaches that the children of a non-Jew are not 
Jewish themselves.  

▪ R’ Yose bar Yehuda uses this pasuk as well, but says that one is needed to exclude the daughter 
of a maidservant and one is needed to exclude the daughter of a non-Jewish woman. We could 
not learn one from the other because a non-Jew is somewhat better in that they have lineage (a 
slave does not), and a maidservant is somewhat better in that she is subject to mitzvos. 

• Q: Based on this, how do the Rabanan learn to exclude a sister from a non-Jew? They 
need the previous pasuk for the sister from a maidservant!? A: R’ Yochanan in the name 
of R’ Shimon ben Yochai said, they learn it from the pasuk that says, “Ki yasur es bincha 
mei’acharai” – which teaches that the child of a non-Jew is also a non-Jew. 

o Q: This pasuk is specifically written in regard to the 7 nations that inhabited 
Eretz Kinaan!? A: The words “ki yasur” (they will turn away your son from 
Hashem) are extra. 

o Q: They are only extra according to the view that we darshen the reasons in the 
pesukim. Based on that, we know the reason one can’t marry a goy is because 
he will lead his children astray, and there is no reason for the pasuk to say those 
words. However, according to view that we don’t darshen the reasons in the 
pesukim, these words are not extra!? A: The shita that argues on R’ Yose bar 
Yehuda is R’ Shimon, and he is of the opinion that we do darshen the reason for 
pesukim.  

 
MISHNA 

• If one gave kiddsuhin to one of 2 sisters, but does not remember to which one, he must give a “get” to both of 
them (and can marry neither of them). If he dies without children and has only one brother, he must give 
chalitza to each woman. If he has 2 brothers, one must do chalitza and the other can then do yibum to the other 
sister. If both brothers went and did yibum (each to a different sister), we do not make them get divorced.  

• If two unrelated men gave kiddushin to 2 sisters (each man to one of the sisters), but they don’t remember to 
which one they gave the kiddushin to, each of the men must give a divorce to each of the women. If they both 
died and each one had one brother, each brother must give chalitza to each of the sisters. If one man had one 
brother and the other had 2 brothers, the lone brother must give chalitza to each woman, and the 2 brothers 
should have one give chalitza to one sister and the other brother may even do yibum to the other sister. If the 
two brothers each did yibum to a different sister, we don’t make them get divorced. If each man had 2 brothers, 
one brother of each gives chalitza to a different sister, and the second brother of each may even do yibum to the 
one who got chalitza from the other man’s brother. If the two brothers of one of the men each did chalitza to a 
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different sister, the other pair of brothers should not do yibum to both, rather one should do chalitza to one of 
the women and the other can even do yibum to the other woman. If they both did yibum, we do not force them 
to get divorced.  

 
GEMARA 

• Q: The Mishna seems to be a proof that a kiddushin which does not lead to the possibility of bi’ah (like in the 
Mishna, where he does not know which of the 2 sisters he gave kiddushin to, and therefore will never be able to 
have bi’ah with either of them, and still the Mishna requires that a “get” be given) is a valid kiddushin? A: The 
Mishna is dealing with a case where at the time of kiddushin he knew which girl he gave the kiddushin to. He 
later got mixed up. 

• Q: The Halacha of the Mishna that he must divorce both women seems obvious, since he does not remember 
which sister he gave kiddushin to!? A: The chiddush of the Mishna is the next part, where it says that if this man 
died and has 2 brothers, one may do chalitza and the other may then do yibum. It must be done in that order, 
because if a yibum is done first, it is possible that he is doing yibum to the sister of his zikah.  

SHNAYIM SHEKIDSHU SHTEI ACHAYOS… 

• Q: The Mishna seems to be a proof that a kiddushin which does not lead to the possibility of bi’ah is considered 
to be a valid kiddushin? A: Here too, the Mishna is dealing with a case where at the time of kiddushin they knew 
which girl they gave the kiddushin to. They later got mixed up. 

• Q: The Halacha of the Mishna that they must divorce both women seems obvious, since they do not remember 
which sister they gave kiddushin to!? A: The chiddush of the Mishna is the next part, where it says that if they 
died and one had only one brother and the other had 2 brothers, the one brother must give chalitza to both 
women, and from the two brothers of the second man, one may do chalitza and the other may then do yibum. It 
must be done in that order, because if a yibum is done first, it is possible that he is doing yibum to the sister of 
his zikah. 

o Q: This seems to be teaching the exact same thing as the earlier part of the Mishhna!? A: We would 
think that we should not allow yibum in this case as a gezeirah that it may lead to yibum being done 
even in the case where the deceased brother left over only one brother. The Mishna teaches that there 
is no such concern. However, as stated, even in this case the chalitza must precede the yibum, because 
if yibum is done first, and in actuality it is being done to the other man’s wife (rather than his brother’s 
wife), he is marrying someone else’s yevama before she got chalitza, which is assur to do.  

LAZEH SHNAYIM ULAZEH SHNAYIM… 

• Q: What is the chiddush of this part of the Mishna? It seems to be saying the same Halacha as the earlier part of 
the Mishna!? A: Since in this case, ultimately both sisters are being taken in yibum, it is more of a concern that 
the brothers will forget to make sure that chalitzah is done prior to the yibum. Based on that concern, we would 
think to possibly say that yibum should not be done. The Mishna therefore teaches that it should be done.  

• Q: Why is our Mishna different than another Mishna which says that if there are 4 brothers, 2 of which married 
2 sisters, and those 2 brothers died without children, the sisters must each get chalitza and yibum may not be 
done, and if yibum is done, we force them to get divorced? A: In that Mishna each sister is a sister to the 
yavam’s zika. Therefore, according to the view that zikah is like a marriage, he may not marry either of them, 
and according to the view that he may not negate the mitzvah, he also may not marry either of them so as not 
to possibly negate the mitzvah of the other sister. However, in our Mishna, only one of the women is truly his 
yevama. Therefore, if he marries one, we do not force him to get divorced.  

KADMU V’KANSU EIN MOTZI’IN… 

• Shila taught a Braisa, that even if these brothers were Kohanim, we do not force them to get divorced (even 
though one of them has certainly married a chalutza, which is assur for a Kohen to do). The reason is, the 
Halacha that a Kohen may not marry a chalutza is only D’Rabanan. Since this is now a safek D’Rabanan, we do 
not force them to get divorced based on that.  

o Q: A Braisa says that this Halacha is learned from an extra word in a pasuk, which would mean it is 
D’Oraisa!? A: It is only D’Rabanan, and the pasuk is an asmachta. 
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---------------------------------------Daf 24---כד--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• The mitzvah is for the oldest brother to do the yibum. However, if a younger brother goes ahead and does it, he 
has gained the mitzvah.  

 
GEMARA 

• A Braisa says, the pasuk says “vehaya habechor”, which teaches that the mitzvah is for the oldest brother to do 
the yibum, “asher teileid” teaches that an ailunnis is patur from yibum, “yakum ahl sheim achiv hameis” – 
teaches that the brother who does yibum inherits the entire estate of the deceased brother. The Braisa asks, 
maybe this last part of the pasuk teaches that if a son is born with the yevama he should be given the name of 
the deceased brother? We learn a gezeirah shava from the pasuk of “ahl sheim acheihem yikaru b’nachalasam”, 
that here too we are talking about inheritance. The Braisa continues and says, the pasuk of “v’lo yimachu 
shemo” teaches that if the deceased was one who could not have children, his wife is not subject to yibum.  

o Rava says, although in the entire Torah a pasuk always can be interpreted according to its simple 
meaning, this pasuk based on the gezeirah shava is not.  

▪ Q: Even without the gezeirah shava this would seem to have to be the meaning, because the 
pasuk says “ahl sheim achiv hameis”. If the pasuk is instructing the brother, the pasuk should 
say “Achicha”, and if the pasuk is instructing Beis Din, the pasuk should say “ahl sheim achi 
aviv”!? It must therefore refer to inheritance!? A: It may be that the pasuk instructing Beis Din 
to tell the brother to name the child after “his brother”. However, the gezeirah shava teaches a 
totally different meaning.  

o Q: Based on the drasha of the Braisa, maybe we should say that only a bechor can do the mitzvah, but 
no other brother!? A: If that was true, we would not need a pasuk to teach that an eishes achiv shelo 
haya be’olamo cannot do yibum.  

▪ Q: R’ Acha asked, maybe that exclusion is needed for a new born brother who is a bechor to his 
mother!? A: Since yibum is all about inheritance, we would not think that being a bechor to a 
mother would make a difference for yibum.  

o Q: Maybe we should say that the mitzvah of yibum only applies where there is a bechor? A: The pasuk 
says “umeis achad meihem”, which presumably includes a case when even the bechor was the one to 
die, and we see that there is still a yibum obligation in that case. 

▪ Q: Maybe the pasuk is discussing only where a younger brother dies, and it must be the bechor 
to do the yibum? A: If so, there would be no reason for the pasuk to exclude the case of eishes 
achiv shelo haya b’olamo. 

o Q: Maybe we should say that when there is no bechor, if a younger brother did yibum before an older 
brother, he has gotten the mitzvah, but if there is a bechor, only the bechor can do the mitzvah, and a 
younger brother who is bo’el the yevama will not have accomplished anything? A: The pasuk of “ki 
yeishvu achim yachdav” teaches that all brothers are equally qualified to do yibum.  

o Q: Maybe we should say that if there is a bechor, and no brother wants to do the yibum or chalitza, we 
then force the bechor to do one of them, but if there is no bechor, we don’t force anyone, which would 
oppose Abaye Keshisha, who said that we always go back to the oldest brother and force him to choose 
one? A: Just as the position of bechor makes us force him to choose, so too, the position of being the 
oldest brother makes us force him to choose.  

o Q: Maybe we should say that if it is a bechor who does the yibum he will inherit his brother, but if it is 
any other brother, he does not inherit his brother? A: The pasuk giving him the inheritance says “yakum 
ahl sheim achiv”, and the brother has done so, so he will inherit the brother even if he is not the bechor.  

o Q: If so, why does the pasuk use the word “bechor”? A: It is to teach, that just as a bechor only takes a 
double portion of the currently held assets of his father, and not of the prospective assets, the same is 
true for the brother who does yibum.  

 
MISHNA 
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• If there are rumors that a man has been mezaneh with a maidservant, and she is then freed, or with a non-
Jewish woman, and she then converts, this man may not marry her (so as not to give credibility to the rumors). 
However, if he did marry her, we do not force him to get divorced.  

• If a man was rumored to be mezaneh with a married woman, and that woman was divorced by her husband at 
the instruction of Beis Din, this man may not go and marry that woman. If he goes ahead and marries her, we 
make him divorce her.  

 
GEMARA 

• Q: The Mishna seems to say, that although the non-Jew converted just so as to marry this man, she is 
considered to be a true convert. However, we find that R’ Nechemia says in a Braisa, that one who converts for 
any ulterior motive (e.g. to marry, for money, etc.) is not a true convert!? A: It was said in the name of Rav, that 
all such people are true converts. 

o Q: If so, why don’t we allow them to marry l’chatchila? A: The reason we don’t allow the marriage is 
based on R’ Assi, who learns from a pasuk that one may not act in a way that will foster bad rumors 
about himself. This marriage will foster the rumors of his earlier znus. 

• A Braisa says, we will not accept geirem in the times of Moshiach. Similarly, we did not accept geirem in the time 
of Dovid or Shlomo. 

HANITAN AHL EISHES ISH… 

• Rav says, we only force them to get divorced when there were witnesses to the acts of znus.  
o Q: R’ Sheishes asked, a Braisa says, if a man divorced his wife because of rumors of her being mezaneh, 

and she then married someone else who then divorced her as well, if the rumored adulterer then 
married her, we do not force them to get divorced. Now, this must be talking about where there were 
no witnesses to the znus (because if there were, why would marrying someone in between make a 
difference). And, yet we see that she may only remain married to the adulterer when she had married 
someone else in between (because that stopped the rumors), otherwise we would force the divorce 
even though there are no witnesses!? A: Rav would say, in truth we would not force the divorce even if 
she hadn’t married someone else in between. The chiddush of the Braisa is, that even if she does marry 
someone else in between, in which case the rumors of their znus has subsided, still, they may not get 
married l’chatchila.  

o Q: A Braisa says, we only force the divorce if the woman did not have children from the first marriage 
(forcing the divorce will cause people to say that the children are mamzeirem). However, if she has 
children, we do not force the divorce. In either case, if there are witnesses to the znus, we force the 
divorce. We see from here that we force the divorce even without witnesses!? A: Rav says that our 
Mishna is discussing where she had children, and where there were witnesses. He didn’t mean that we 
always need witnesses to force the divorce.  

▪ Q: Why didn’t Rav rather say that our Mishna is even discussing where she didn’t have children 
and there were no witnesses, and learn from here that we force the divorce even without 
witnesses? A: He said so based on the Mishna which says “if they forced the first husband to 
divorce her” (“they” being Beis Din). Now, Beis Din would only force that if there were witnesses 
to the znus.  

o A: We can also say that the Braisos follow the view of Rebbi, who says that we force a divorce by the 
first husband even based on rumors alone. 

o The Gemara says that we pasken like Rav and like Rebbi. 
▪ This is not contradictory, rather it depends if the rumor died down. If it did not die down, we 

force the divorce even if there are no witnesses, like Rebbi said. If the rumor died down, we only 
force the divorce if there are witnesses, like Rav said.  

• Abaye says, a rumor is considered to die down if it doesn’t last for a day and a half. This 
length of time is only an issue if there was no break in the rumor during this time. Also, 
this is only if the rumor didn’t stop based on fear. Finally, this is only if the person has no 
enemies (if he does, we assume that they are the ones behind the rumor). 
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---------------------------------------Daf 25---כה--------------------------------------- 

• A Mishna says, if one divorces his wife based on a rumor that she was mezaneh, he may not remarry her. If he 
divorced her based on a neder, he may also not remarry her. 

o Q: Rabbah bar Huna asked, if he did remarry her, do we make them get divorced? A: Rabbah bar R’ 
Nachman answered, a Mishna says, if a man was rumored to be mezaneh with a married woman, and 
they (Beis Din) made her get divorced based on this rumor, he may not marry her, and if he does, we 
force them to divorce. Presumably the same would be true here as well.  

▪ Q: Rabbah bar Huna asked, the cases are very different, because in this last case Beis Din made 
them divorce, but in the earlier quoted Mishna, the husband himself decided to divorce her!?  

• Rabbah bar R’ Nachman didn’t have this difficulty, because his version of our Mishna 
said “and he divorced her” as well.  

▪ Q: Another difference between the cases is that in the earlier quoted Mishna it is the husband 
who is looking to remarry her, and in our Mishna it is the adulterer who is looking to marry her!? 
A: Ultimately, they are both gezeiros D’Rabanan, and just like there they say he should not get 
married, and if he does we make them divorce, so too here they said not to remarry, and if they 
do, they are made to divorce.  

• In truth the cases are different, because when the adulterer marries her, it strengthens 
the original rumors, whereas when the husband remarries her, it weakens the original 
rumors.  

 
MISHNA 

• If one is the messenger for a “get” that comes from chutz la’aretz, and he says “befanai nechtav u’bifanai 
nechtam” (which is required to validate the get), he may not marry this woman. 

• If one testifies that a man died, or that he himself killed a certain man, or says that he and others killed him, he 
may not marry this dead man’s wife. R’ Yehuda says, if he says that he himself killed him, he may not marry her, 
but if he says that he and others killed him, he may marry the woman.  

 
GEMARA 

• The Mishna seems to suggest that he may not marry her in the first case because we are relying on his words to 
validate the get. However, if he brings a get from Eretz Yisroel (where these words need not be said to validate 
the get), we would allow him to marry the woman.  

o Q: The case of where he testifies that the husband has died, we do not rely on him, because we have 
said that we rely on the woman to make sure that her husband is truly dead, and yet we don’t allow 
him to marry her!? A: In that case his testimony is relied on to some extent (there is no written 
document stating that the man has died). In the case of the get, where he need not say anything we 
don’t rely on him at all, and that is why he may marry her.  

MEIS HARAGTIV HARAGNUHU… 

• Q: The Mishna seems to say that he may not marry her, but another man may marry her based on the 
testimony. However, R’ Yosef has said, that if one makes himself into a rasha with his testimony (as when he 
says that he and another man were mezaneh with each other), we do not believe the testimony. If so, how do 
we believe him when he says that he killed the husband? We can’t say that the Rabanan were more meikel with 
regard to testimony for a woman regarding the death of her husband, because R’ Menashe says that this is not 
the case!? Must we say that R’ Menashe only holds like R’ Yehuda of our Mishna? A: R’ Menashe would answer 
that he can hold like the Rabanan, and the reason his testimony is believed is because like Rava says, that a 
person is not believed regarding testimony that he says about himself. Therefore, we do not believe the part of 
the testimony in which he makes himself into a rasha.  

o Q: Must we say that R’ Yosef can only follow R’ Yehuda? A: R’ Yosef would say that he can even follow 
the Rabanan, and he would argue with R’ Menashe, and would say that the Rabanan are more meikel 
in the case regarding testimony of the death of a man for purposes of his wife.  
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HARAGTIV… 

• Q: Why does R’ Yehuda not allow him to marry her if he said he himself killed the husband, but allows him if he 
says that he and others killed the husband? A: R’ Yehuda explains, in this second case he says “I was with the 
people who killed him”, but not that he was involved in the killing.  

o We find this answer given in a Braisa as well. 
 
MISHNA 

• The Chochom who said a woman is assur to her husband with a neder (by not being matir neder, which then 
causes the husband to divorce her) may not then go and marry that woman. However, if a girl does mi’un or 
chalitza in front of a chochom, he is allowed to marry her, because he is part of a Beis Din that it was done in 
front of. 

 
GEMARA 

• The Mishna seems to suggest, that if a chochom is matir neder and allows the wife to the husband (and he then 
divorces her), he would be allowed to marry this woman.  

o Q: Since we have learned that a Beis Din of 3 must be matir neder, this should be obvious based on the 
second case of the Mishna!? A: We have learned that an expert may even be matir neder by himself. 
Based on that, the chiddush is, that even though he himself was matir neder, he may marry her.  

MI’ANA OH SHECHULTZA… 

• The Mishna seems to allow this only because it was done in front of 3. It seems to say that if it was done in front 
of 2 he would not be allowed to marry her. 

o Q: A Mishna says that one of the witnesses who signed a get may marry the woman. We see that even 
when there are only 2 people involved, we are not concerned!? A: The Mishna is teaching that mi’un 
may only be done in front of 3 people.  

• Q: If he did marry her although he wasn’t supposed to, do we make them divorce? A: R’ Kahana says they must 
divorce, and R’ Ashi says that they are not forced to divorce.  

o Q: The Rabanan asked R’ Ashi whether his psak was based on logic or tradition. He answered that the 
Mishna says that if one marries a giyores after he had been rumored to be mezaneh with her when she 
was a goy, we don’t force him to get divorced, even though he was not allowed to marry her. We see 
that we do not force divorce based on a rumor. The same would be in our cases as well. 

 


